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Why choose ArcSoft PhotoStudio 6 for MAC?

Powerful photo editing functions for all levels of users
Fully supports Raw photo, 48-bit image and large photos
Offers various magical & useful tools for your exclusive needs
Smart and convenient photo management and browser

Face Beautify Makes the Face Look Younger and Flawless

Face Beautify reduces blemishes on the face such as wrinkles, moles,  spots, and freckles.
It also adjusts face color, brightens eyes, removes  red-eye, whitens & repairs teeth, adds
color to lips, and so on.

Magic-Cut Quickly Extracts an Object from Its Background

Magic-cut help you easily extract an object from the photo for you to paste into any
background. Only 3 easy steps are required.

Key Features

 

Powerful photo editing functions

PhotoStudio  6 for Mac offers an array of advanced editing tools, provides more than  40
photo filters, 3 convenient ways for you to capture images on your  computer screen etc.,
which meet all levels of users' needs.

 

Supports all popular RAW photo formats

Fully  supports all popular photo file formats, it also supports 48-bit image  and large
image files, can automatically remove photo noises with high  performance and high
quality.

 

Various funny and useful editing tools

Face  Beautify can make you look younger and flawless; Magic-Film applies  professional film
effects to your photos, Magic-Cut allows to quickly  extract an object from a photo's
background, while Toy Camera makes it  appear as captured by a LOMO Camera etc.

 

Excellent photo file management
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PhotoStudio  for Mac 6 contains a powerful browser that can help you conveniently 
browse, search, and organize thousands of files with the use of tags,  ratings, or
through a convenient calendar view using imported and  captured dates.

System requirements

Macintosh:

Mac OS 10.7, 10.6, 10.5, 10.4
Power PC G4 and beyond, 256MB, 400MB disk space)
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